
PRESS RELEASE

Show: The super ego eye
Location: Spazio Raw 
Address: Corso di Porta Ticinese, 69 - Milan -
Opening: Thursday, January 16, 2014
Period: from January 16th to February 10th .
Hours: 15:30 to 19:00 from Monday to Friday . Free admission
Information: tel. 02.49436719 - info@spazioraw.it

The super- ego eye of Andrea Tarella.

The Show The super ego eye of   Andrea Tarella opens Thursday, January 16th at 19:00 at
Spazio Raw edited by Rossana Sgarbi.
The event represents the  female and male world of vanity that is hidden in each of us .
Andrea Tarella use the " white eye " as a metaphor of the super ego that emerges when 
the make up and the glasses are a mask.
The Mask is the front , our " calling card" , the image we have decided to use comunicating
to the society.
What the white eye hides? And why Tarella insists to propose us this part of the eye? 
These are just some of the questions that Tarella tries to answer through his art .
The originality using tricks, such as lipsticks, colored pencils , mascara, eye shadow and 
sparkling burnt lands , makes him unique.

Andrea Tarella is the first Italian artist to use make-up as a symbol of expression and 
communication.
The make up is the subject for him to possess and transform.
In his works reveals the most hidden part of the 'subject : " the super ego of  ' eye ' .
The man is a everyday person who draws on his face instead of on the canvas.
The white of the eye is the empty space that leaves a sense of unease .
His interest in the sign and communication from human origins to the present day ,  
approached disciplines such as semiotics and anthropology .
Speaking of the eye for him means to become part of the unconscious man.
The originality of his style leads the individual to grasp the nuances that illustrates giving 
personality to the subject.
The sparkling colors delineate the hierarchy of the human being , even today some African
tribes use makeup as a means to beautify and represent the state of mind of the individual.

We can say that our physical features are enhanced by the mask that everyone wears 
every day.

 A show decidedly new and original look that enriches and fulfills the sense of vanity.
An interesting starting point for a consideration of alternative languages .


